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USE OF 5IHULATED ANNEALING IN PROTEIN REFINEHENT 

I Haneef 
Astbury Department of Biophysics 
University of Leeds 
Leeds, LS2 9JT. 

1. INTROClJCTION 

Optimization problems are ubiquitous in many branches of science. In a 
nutshell: given a function F(x) which depends on one or more independent 
variables x, one needs to find a set of variables x which minimize ( or 
maximize) the value of F. Clearly, one is interested in a method that 
delivers the results with least amount of computational cost. Often, the 
computational effort is dominated by the cost of evaluating F (and its 
partial derivatives with respect to all variables, if such derivatives 
exist and/or are required by the optimization algorithm). Thus, from the 
computational point of view, optimization methods are required to 
deliver the result in least number of evaluations of F. 

For the most general case, there exist a number of other problems. In 
particular, if F has very many minima, one is often interested in the 
global minimum. There is little or no theory about how to obtain the 
global minimum for a general function, or indeed, how to distinguish the 
global minimum from the many other 'local' minima. Classical solutions 
to this problem are variants of the multi-start method. In this method, 
very many local minima are obtained by starting from a large number of 
disparate starting points, and the minimum with the least value is 
chosen. The success of this method clearly depends on how finely one 
samples the configuration space. For systems with only a few degrees of 
freedom, multi-start methods can be very efficient and often effectively 
deliver the global minimum. 

For large systems, the technique of simulated annealing appears to have 
considerable potential and has in recent years attracted significant 
attention. The method differs significantly from the classical methods. 
In classical methods a sequence of configurations (F} is generated such 
that the nth configuration has value of F strictly lower than that of 
the previous configuration. In the annealing method, the latter 
requirement is relaxed; there exists a finite probability p that the nth 
configuration will have a value of F that is larger than that of the 
previous configuration. This effectively gives the system a chance to 
move out of a local minimum in favour of finding a better m~n~mum. The 
probabilty p can be changed and is determined by the 'temperature' of 
the system; at high temperatures, the system has greater 'mobility' and 
can span larger regions of the configurational space in search of the 
global minimum. 

2. APPLICATION OF SIHULATED ANNEALING TO PROTEIN REFINEHENT 

Structure factor least-squares refinement of large molecules is an 
iterative process involving several rounds of programmed optimization 
step ( typically several cycles of structure factor least-squares 



refinement using programs such a PROLSQ, (Konnert and Hendrickson, 
1980» followed by manual rebuilding of the model using the interactive 
computer graphics program FROOO (Jones, 1978). Manual intervention is 
required because the least-squares procedures become trapped in local 
minima after only a few cycles . Manual rebuilding is an onerous task, 
often requiring the modeller to manipulate fragments of the molecule 
with very many degrees of freedom to obtain good fit to electron 
density, a task the human brain simply was not designed to do! Simulated 
annealing method, in principle, offers an opportunity to automate the 
whole process. 

We have used the simulated annealing method to refine the structure of 
the complex of the monoclonal 01.3 Fab with hen lysozyme ( resolution 
2.8A, Amit et aI, 1986). We continued the refinement from the best 
current model from the 2.8A data to see if poorly defined regions of 
this model could be improved. The complex structure is also being 
refined at Pasteur Institute ( Paris) using data to 2.5A resolution; the 
2. 5A refinement, using conventional restrained structure factor least
squares refinement methods, has been used to rebuild an incorrectly 
modelled region of the structure. This region comprises 20 residues, 
residues 153-173 of the light chain, and is part of the protein beta
sheet. It was of interest to us to see if simulated annealing could 
correct this region of the structure using diffraction data only up to 
2.8A. 

The program employed was XPLOR ( Brunger et al 1987). The objective 
function minimized by the program comprises the conventional residual 
between the observed and calculated structure factor amplitudes, and a 
potential describing the interatomic interactions. The protocol used was 
essentially that given by Brunger in the XPLOR user manual: 

a. 160 steps of energy minimization 
b. 1 pico-second molecular dynamics simulation at 2000K, using time step 

of 1 femto-seconds; the gradient vector component from the objective 
function was updated only if any atom moved by more than 0.2A. 

c. 2 pico-second molecular dynamics simulation, with gradual decrease of 
the temperature from 2000K to 300K, with temperature rescaling at 
every 25 femto-seconds. 

d. 40 steps of energy minimization. 
e. Restrained B-factor refinement. 

The R-factor dropped from 28\ ( initial model, from PROLSQ) to 20\ after 
XPLOR refinement. The rms differences between initial and final 
structures is O.8A ( main chain atoms) and 1.6A (all atoms). Although 
some side chains have moved by several Angstroms (largest shift ca. 
7A), the large drop in the R-factor is rather surprising. 

The comparison of the electron density using phases from the new model 
and that using phases from the previous model shows some regions where 
there is substantial improvement in the structure. An example of 
improved regions of the structure is shown in Fig. 1. In the Fig. are 
shown old and new conformations for the loop region 130-140 in the heavy 
chain with the negative region of the Fo-Fc map superposed. In the pre
XPLOR map, Thr 135 was located in a negative region of the map; however, 



there was no indication from the Fo-Fc map as to how one should rebuild 
this region. In the post-XPLOR map no negative regions are visible at 
this contour level. 

One region of the Fab/HEL complex of particular interest was region 153-
176 in the light chain. This region has been poorly defined from the 
very outset ( when the structure was first solved). The best model has 
this region as two short loops at either end of a long beta-strand. 
Comparisons with other Fab structures suggests that there are two 
residues too many in the N-terminal loop and two residues too few in the 
c-terminal loop of this region. Thus a shift of two residues is 
suggested throughout the beta-strand - however, due to the general poor 
quality of the electron density maps in this region, it has not been 
possible to model build this region using the 2.8A resolution data. In 
the post-XPLOR maps, this region is still poorly defined. The main chain 
trace essentially follows that of the pre-XPLOR model (rms difference 
of ca. 1.3A), with no indication of shift of residues along the 
sequence. In the post-XPLOR model, many of the side chains show 
considerable shifts from the pre-XPLOR model. Examination of the 
electron density of this region shows that many of the side chains have 
moved closer to the main chain ( some side chains moving by more than 
6A); thus it would appear that these side chains have moved into regions 
of electron density occupied by the main chain atoms. We have observed 
similar movements of long side chains in other regions of the molecule. 

3. SUHHARY 

Simulated annealing refinement of 0.13 Fab/HEL complex reduced the R
factor from 28\ to 20\ using all the diffraction data from 20A to 2.8A 
resolution. Examination of the electron density maps show that some 
regions (typically regions comprising some two to four residues) have 
improved markedly. There are, however, regions of the structure ( mainly 
long flexible side chains) that have been moved out of density leading 
to some deterioration of the model structure. One region of the 
structure, of ca. 20 residues, which is known to be incorrect does not 
improve during the refinement. For improvement to occur, a large region 
of the structure would have to be moved in a correlated fashion to 
obtain correct fit to electron density. For this region at least, the 
simulated annealing method seems unable to produce correlated shifts to 
correct the structure; but rather, many of the side chains are pulled 
close to the main chain with the consequence that these side chains 
share the electron density with main chain atoms, thus perhaps 
contributing to the rather dramatic drop in the R-factor. 

As a method of optimization, simulated annealing has attracted a great 
deal of attention and has been used to effectively solve a number of 
difficult global m~n~ma problems ( e.g. Wille, 1984). However, 
considerable research effort is still required to ascertain useful and 
generally applicable protocols for problems where the objective function 
comprises several competing terms. In its use in refining protein 
structures there exists a practical problem of how the two terms ( the 
diffraction data and the energy data) should be weighted with respect to 
each other; this clearly depends both on the resolution and quality of 
the diffraction data and the accuracy of the potential functions used. 
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For a system with large number of degrees of freedom, one may require 
much longer simulations since such a system needs to sample a much 
larger volume of configurational space to find the global mlnlmum. 
Another problem that needs some attention is the temperature one needs 
to use during the heating stage of the simulation; clearly, if the local 
minimum from which the system needs to escape is very deep, one needs to 
use higher temperatures. 
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An Experiment to Determine an Improved Strategy 
for Laue Photographic Data Collection 

by Stephen 1. Maginn, 
Dept. of Chemistry, 
Donnan Labs, 
University of Liverpool 

Following the successful solutions and refmements of the structures of two organometallic com
pounds by the Laue photographic method 1.2, it was decided to perform an experiment to optimise 
the data collection strategy so as to improve the chances of successful solution and refmement for 
further, more difficult samples. A number of different data scts would be taken for one crystal, of 
normal size and known structure, using different strategies. 

The two parameters to be varied for each data set were to be firstly the arrangement of fums and 
foils in the packs used, and secondly the presence or absence of a 200llm aluminium attenuator in 
the incident beam. The film packs used for data collection with the previous two compounds had 
consisted of six fUrns interleaved with 200llm aluminium and 361lm copper foils, to increase the 
dynamic range available and provide some wavelength discrimination to aid in unscrambling 
multiplet reflections. However, since unscrambling is not performed for small molecule solutions 
and the presence of foils seemed to cause problems in data processing, particularly in I:\TI..\LE 
at the twist, tilt and bulge refmement stage, it was decided to try a new pack arrangement consi~ting 
of six filins interleaved with other, already developed filins known as "spacers". It was also required 
to test the effect of inserting a 200llm aluminium attenuator in the incident beam; it was hoped that 
this would natten out the wavelength normalisation curve and thus enable it to be more accur:.1tdy 
determined. 

The compound chosen for use in this experiment was proflavine hemisulphate hydrate. rillS or
ganic compound of known structure (determination performed by diffractometer - Joncs & 
:'\eidleJ

) has a large unit cell, giving a comparable spot density on the Laue exposun:s to the 
organometallic compounds normally studied. Also, it has a low linear absorption coeflicH:nt .md 
forms large, easily obtainable crystals. 

Details of the various different data sets taken, strategies used and processing results obtained .Ire 
given in Table 1. Two crystals were used on different dates using station 9.7 at Daresbury .. \11 the 
photographs produced were of excellent quality, showing small, round spots, in contra~t It) the 
streaked reflections found on Laue photographs of small crystals. Crystal B proved to be of mknor 
quality to crystal A, so data sets 1,2 and 3 carmot be directly compared with sets 4 and 5. In c.lch 
crystal's case, a translation along the length of the crystal was performed between data sets. to .1\ Old 
radiation damage effects. 

Comparing data sets I and 3 shows the effect of the new pack arrangement. Processing n.:~ults in 
GENLAUE and INTLAUE are seen to be dramatically better, particularly the twist, tilt and hulge 
(ttb) refmements in INTLAUE, clearly showing the deleterious effect of the foils. This dTcet is 
thought to be due to kinking and creasing in the foils - even brand new foils are often quite hadly 
bowed. The price paid for replacing foils with spacer filins is an increase in the number of 0\ erloads 
on F fUrns, due to the reduction in dynamic range. However, the strongest spots tcnd 10 be 
multiplets anyway, and would therefore be discarded later in processing, so the advantage is ckar. 
The LAUENORM merging R obtained for set 3, 0.070, is the best yet achieved for a small mole
cule data set. 

A comparison of sets I and 2 shows the effect of the aluminium attenuator. Processing again 
proceeds more smoothly for set 2, and the LAUENORM normalisation curve is clearly less steep, 
although the effect is not as pronounced as was hoped. It is thought that the attenuator would help 
more at longer wavelengths where its absorption is greater (see Fig.l) and will cut down on radi
ation damage produced by such A. values. 

An Experiment to Determine an Improved Strategy for Laue Photographic Data Collection 7 



The results of refmement show the same trends. No attempt was made at structure solution - so 
many light atoms in the assymetric unit would have made such a task with Laue data rather diffi
cult! - initial positional parameters being taken from Jones and Neidle3

• The same refmement 
strategy was followed for each set. On letting thermal parameters refme anisotropically, sets 1 and 
2 gave non-positive defmite atoms (i.e. the thermal parameters refmed to physically meaningless 
values), but set 3 provided a satisfactory, reasonable refmement to convergence at R = 0.076. lbis 
compares very well with the value from diffractometer data of R = 0.074, although it must be 
stressed that Laue data has provided fewer reflections, so refmement is less reliable. Fig.2 shows one 
proflavine moiety complete with bond lengths from both set 3 and diffractometer data - it can be 
seen that trends are identical, and in fact all lengths are within 2a of the previously determined 
values. 

The beneficial effects of both the new pack arrangement and the attenuator individually seem 
clear. Sets 4 and S were taken using a different crystal of proflavine hemisulphate to investigate the 
effect of both together. Set 4 used the identical strategy to set 3, and set S had both the all-fllmS 
pack and the attenuator inserted. 

Set S indeed provided a more satisfactory processing and refmement than set 4, but unfortunately 
neither were up to the high standard of set 3, indicative of the inferior quality of crystal B. One pack 
in each set had to be discarded due to poor processing, leaving just three contributing to the fmal 
data set. Fewer atoms were allowed to rctine anisotropically due to the smaller number of re
flections in sets 4 and 5, so comparison with the results for scts 1,2 and 3 is not valid. However, the 
beneficial effect of the aluminium attcnuator is again apparent on comparing sets 4 and 5. 

So, for the purpose of small molecule structure solution and refmement, an optimum strategy for 
photographic data collection is the use of a mm pack consisting exclusively of tcn fllms, six of which 
contribute to the data set, and the use of an aluminium attenuator in the incident beam. Clearly, 
when all things are optimised as in set 3, the accuracy of Laue data can approach that of 
diffractometer data, showing the potential of the method. 

Crystal Data 

b= 19.940(2)A, 

A = l.542A) 

O.S(SO 4 2-).1.7SHzO' f.w. = 289.7, monoclinic, P2)c, a= 12.703(l)A, 

c=2IA87(2)A, p=92.24(2t, Z= 16, p = 1.41Sg/cm3
, Jl= 18.96cm- l (at 

c 

Cell lengths given and used in refmement here are from lones and Neidle3
• Those refmcd in 

GENLAUE for sets 1,2 and 3 were all within 2a of these values; those for sets 4 and 5 were within 
Sa. 

References 
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Crystal A, 0.3 x 0.1 x 0.6mm, 12/87 Crystal D, 0.5 x 0.4 x 0.3mm, 
9/88 

Data Set 1 2 3 4 5 

pack films & foils tilms & foils 10 films only 10 fUrns only 10 fUrns only 

attenuator none 0.2mm AI none none 0.2mm AI 

SRS 180mA, 147mA, 140mA, 175mA, 174mA, 
2GeV 2GeV 2GeV 2GeV 2GeV 

exposure lOs 16s lOs Us 2.0s 

crystal- 58.2mm 61.7mm 61.7mm 60. 3 mm 60.3mm 
film dis-
tance 

GE:\LAl"f 0.065-0.095mm 0.041-0.072mm 0.041-0.055mm 0.027-0.08mm 0.035-0.08mm 
rms 

IXfLAl:E better than bcttcr than bctterthan all < 5.0 all < 5.0 
ttb 8.0 for A-E, 5.0 for A-E, 4.0 for all 

worse than worse than fUrns A-F 
12.0 for F 7.0 for F 

nos. of <10 20-40 50-90 - 10 50-70 
m'crloads 
on F films 

LAl:E:\OI ~I 
curves: 
A = 0.316 0.0025 0.0043 0.0030 0.0045 0.0068 

0.3-48 0.0051 0.0088 0.0059 0.0082 0.0131 
0.380 0.0099 0.0169 0.0119 0.0153 0.0243 
0.412 0.0157 0.0264 0.0203 0.0261 0.0390 
0.4-1-1 0.0286 0.0507 0.0329 0.0422 0.0656 
0.526 0.0424 0.0633 0.0426 0.0540 0.0792 
0.577 0.0770 0.1030 0.0757 0.0874 0.1312 
0.628 0.1359 0.1716 0.1289 0.1434 0.2195 
0.679 0.2241 0.2755 0.2087 0.2351 0.3410 
0.731 0.3434 0.4029 0.3274 0.3714 0.4721 
0.782 0.5090 0.5478 0.5032 0.5374 0.6377 
0.833 0.7505 0.7587 0.7262 0.7078 0.9306 
0.884 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 

no. of 4 4 4 3 3 
packs 

no. of re- 2029 2146 2125 1779 1555 
nections 
in final 
data set 

merging 0.108 0.087 0.070 0.076 0.071 
R 

SHELX 0.097 0.087 0.076 0.1193 0.1126 
final R 

Table 1. 
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Fig.2 Bond lengths from Laue set 3 and diffractometer (in brackets), 

for one proflavine unit. 
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LATTICE: A visual aid for finding symmetry in reciprocal space 

Garry Taylor 

Laboratory of Molecular Biophysics, The Rex Richards Building, 
South Parks Road, Oxford OX1 3QU. (Garry@UK.AC.OX.BIOP) 

In the course of collecting crystal data for antigen binding fragments of 
antibodies (Phi! Jeffrey & Bob Griest), a problem arose when deriving the unit 
cell during autoindexing. Data was collected 'blindly' on the xentronix area 
detector, as the Fabs tend to be unpredictable as to their crystal form: we have 
two crystal forms of one Fab, and as crystals are precious, no photography is 
carried out beforehand. In one particular case, a P1 cell was predicted by the 
auto indexing routine of the XENGEN software, quite consistent with a minimum basis 
set of vectors. A self rotation function on this P1 set, revealed a strong 2-fold 
axis which lead us to question wether the crystal was of higher symmetry. To aid 
this process, the program LATTICE was written, which simply reads an LCF file of 
F's or I's and creates a weighted reciprocal lattice in a form suitable for reading 
into the VECTOR option of FRODO. Hence the lattice, together with vectors 
describing the reciprocal cell axes, can be rotated to search for symmetry. Fig. 1 
shows the weighted lattice of a 'P1' form of Gloop4 (Gloop denotes one of 5 
monoclonal 'antibodies raised against the loop peptide of hen egg white lysozyme
residues 60 to 84). The P1 cell had dimensions of a=39.4, b=72.0, c=83.7, a=91.3, 
8=76.4, y=10S.9. A mirror is clearly evident, shown more clearly in fig.2 where I 
have slabbed down and moved away from the origin. The spot distribution is 
consistent with a centred lattice. Rotating 900 reveals a view down the 2-fold 
axis (fig. 3), with a clear 2-fold symmetry between the lattice points shown in 
fig.4 where one plane is shown away from the origin. A careful exploration of 
reciprocal space indicated a reindexing of (h,k,l) to (2k+h,h,k+I). The new cell 
was estimated at approx. a=104, b=40, c=140A with a 8=1300 , symmetry C2. A new 
refinement of the cell gave: a=104.8, b=39.3, c=138.2, 8=1290 . 

This may be of use to others who do not know their crystal form before embarking 
on data collection, which is becoming a more common feature given the speed and 
convenience of area detector data collection. The program is available for free 
distribution. 

View of milToT for- Glo'o-p4 Pt data 
Picture 1 created at 12:56: 17 on 25-APR-89 

Slah away fronr oTigin of Glo'op-4 Pt d'ata 
Picture 1 c rea ted at 12:58 : 18 on 25-APR-89 
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AUTOMATED SEARCHING FOR SECONDARY STRUCTURE MOTIFS IN THE PROTEIN 
DATA BANK USING TECHNIQUES DERIVED FROM GRAPH THEORY. 

Peter Artymiuk, Eleanor Mitchell*, David Rice & Peter Willett* 

The Krebs Institute for Biomolecular Research, Departments of 
Biochemistry & of Information Studies(*), Sheffield University, 
Sheffield S10 2TN, U.K. 

Introduction 

As part of an interdisciplinary collaboration between 
members of the Krebs Institute in the Departments of Biochemistry 
and of Information Studies, Sheffield University, methods are 
being developed for the automatic identification of secondary 
structure motifs in 3-dirnensional macromolecular structures in 
the Protein Data Bank. There is a pressing need to evolve methods 
for the rapid comparison of such structures, for the efficient 
detection of points of similarity and of common patterns of 
polypeptide chain folding ("motifs"), and ultimately to discover 
the principles that govern the folding of proteins. 

Our work approaches the problem of identifying common 
folding motifs in a novel way: algorithms derived from the branch 
of mathematics known as Graph Theory have proved invaluable in 
the rapid searching of small molecule databases; we have applied 
related methods to the problem of protein structural analysis by 
representing the essential features of the protein folds of the 
entire Protein Data bank as labelled graphs, with the nodes of a 
graph corresponding to linear representations of alpha helices 
and beta strands, and the edges of a graph to the distance and 
angular relationships between them (Mitchell, Artymiuk, Rice and 
Willett, J. Molec. Biol., accepted for publication). Query motifs 
are then defined in an analogous manner. The graph 
representations are searched using a modification of Ullman's 
subgraph isomorphism algorithm (J. Association for Computing 
Machinery 23, 31-42 (1976).) The program is named 

POSSUM 

= ~rotein Qn-line ~ubstructure ~earch, ~llman ~ethod 

To achieve consistency in our creation of the database, 
helix and strand assignments were made using the Kabsch and 
Sander algorithm (Biopolymers, 22, 2577-2637 (1983», except for 
C~-only files where the depositors' assignments had to be used 
where available, or our own judgement where not. We have made 
such vectoral representations of the entire Protein Data Bank, 
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and these have been 
substructures ("motifs") 
from existing structures. 

combined into a database. Search 
can be created de novo, or extracted 

element 
program 
motifs, 

Searches are fast: searching the entire PDB for a 9 
motif requires around 200 seconds on a microVAX II. The 
writes out coordinates of arrow representations of the 
when they are found, together with control (.REC) files 
their easy display using the CCP4 E&S PS300 version 
Jones' FRODO program. 

to enable 
of Alwyn 

It is a strength of the POSSUM program that the actual 
search is carried out totally independent of sequence order of 
secondary structure elements, although there is an option in the 
program which, if desired, allows the user to select for 
monitoring only those 'hits' which are in the correct sequence 
order. 

We have also made provision for the inclusion of 'wild-card' 
values for interelement angles and distances in our searches. 
this permits the definition of much more schematic 
representations of motifs than is possible in fully-defined 
search patterns. 

Testing the program. 

In order to test the POSSUM program a number of previously 
identified motifs have been used to search the database. We only 
give one example here: the "beta (or TIM) barrel" which consists 
of 8 parallel beta-strands. This motif is easily spotted visually 
in a structure and is known to occur in 13 different protein 
structures (see Chothia, Nature, 333, 598-599 (1988», of which 
only 5 are in the April 1988 version of the PDB (this figure 
excludes KDPG aldolase (lKGA) where the deposited coordinates are 
wrong, as pointed out by Richardson (Biochem Biophys Res Comms 
90, 285-290 (1979». A pattern corresponding to an 8-stranded 
beta barrel was created and, using typical tolerances of 40 
degrees on inter-element angle, and 40 % on closest approach 
distance between elements, the program correctly found the motif 
in aIlS proteins: in triose phosphate isomerase (lTIM) itself, 
in pyruvate kinase (lPYK) in taka-amylase (2TAA), in enolase 
(lENL) and in xylose isomerase (lXIA). The motif was not found 
in any other proteins in the PDB. This and a number of other 
tests indicate that the program works rapidly and correctly to 
identify known motifs in the PDB. 

The program took 100 seconds of 
perform the TIM barrel search. The 
program is fairly self-explanatory, 
page (user responses in italics): 

microVAX III cpu time 
on-screen output of 
and is shown on the 
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$ POSSUM 
IDCODE OF INPUT PAT FILE ? 

BBAR 
Closest Approach or Midpoint Distance? [M/C*] 

C 
HEADER 8 stranded parallel beta barrel (a la TIH) 
What angular tolerance [in degrees] do you want? 
40 
Distance discrepancy .. state A or , (eg lOA or 30') 
40% 
PERCENTAGE distance discrepancy= 

NAKE OF OUTPUT *LP FILE ? 
40.00000 

Is the sequence order of the elements in the pattern important? [y*/n] 
y 

Do you want to create the [.NEW] files on FRODO [y/n*] 
N 
****************** POSSUM ******************* 

Search code = BBAR 
Aepsilon= 40.00 Depsilon= 40.00 , 

CLOSEST APPROACH DISTANCES USED 

1ENLca ENOLASE (E.C.4.2.1.11) (2-PHOSPHO-*D-GLYCERATE HYDROLASE) 1 hits 

1PYKca PYRUVATE KINASE (E.C.2.7.1.40) 1 hits 

1TIH TRIOSE PHOSPHATE ISOHERASE (E.C.S.3.1.!) 

lXIAca D-*XYLOSE ISOMERASE (E.C.S.3.1.S) 

2TAA TAKA-*AKYLASE A (E.C.3.2.1.1) 

The Total number of matches is 5 
The number of files with hits is 5 

S'earch code = BBAR 
Aepsilon= 40.00 Depsilon= 
OK 
CPUTIHE used = 99.49 seconds 
$ 

40.00 , CLOSEST APPROACH 

More detailed information is available in lineprinter files. and 
by examination of selected motifs on the PS300. 

Future developments 

The POSSUM program works effectively in recognising known 
structural motifs in the PDB. A major aim for the future is to 
identify novel motifs in protein structures. At present the 
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motifs that have been identified in proteins are for the most 
part simple ones. They have been identified either because of 
their elegance and simplicity (eg: the beta barrel), because of 
Clear sequence homology (calcium binding fold, immunoglobulin 
fold). or because of a relation to function (eg: MAD binding 
fold). We intend to use the program to search the database for 
new, less obvious motifs. These may prove to be related to 
function, or to represent especially stable arrangements of 
secondary structural elements. 
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THE PROTEIN CRYSTALLOGRAPHY LABORATORY 

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW 

Neil Isaacs 

The Department of Chemistry at Glasgow has a long and distinguished history in 

crystallography. Among the former staff and students of the Department are found such 

illustrious names as J.M. Robertson, M. Rossmann, D.vV.J. Cruickshank and G.A. Sim. 

In 1975 the laboratory branched into protein crystallographic work with the appoint

ment of Ian Swan to a lectureship. Following his untimely death in 1980, the protein 

laboratory lapsed, but the development of molecular sciences in other departments of 

the University led to a decision in 1988 to re-establish protein crystallography in the 

Department of Chemistry. N eil Isaacs has been appointed to a new Chair of Protein 

Crystallography to establish the protein crystallography laboratory and to head the 

crystallography section as a whole. Assisting him with the protein work are Andy 

Freer, Paul Mallinson and Deborah Harris. Paul will be supervising the computing 

facilities and will be the point of contact for CCP4. The laboratory will be housed in 

a wing of the Chemistry Building which is presently being refurbished and will have 

sufficient new equipment (as well as the use of the two existing CAD4 diffractometers) 

to enable it to function efficiently. Initially the unit will work on the structure of the 

glycoprotein hormone, human chorionic gonadotropin (HCG) and is aiming to develop 

new projects in areas as diverse as DNA binding proteins, shikinate pathway enzymes, 

and bacterial photoreaction centre complexes in collaboration with other departments 

in the University. 
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INFORMATION FROM ELECTRON DENSITY MAPS 

Guy Dodson 

and 

Department of Chemistry, University of York, Heslington, 

York, YOl 5DD, England. 

Judith Everett 

Structural Biophysics Unit, Physics Division, Liverpool Polytechnic, Liverpool, 

L3 3AF, England. 

The arrival of graphics devices such as the Evans & Sutherland PS system has made 

the analysis of electron density maps much more convenient than by the inspection of 

contoured map sections. However the chicken wire system, which gives an impressive 3 

dimensionality, does not so easily allow contouring. This presents few problems when 

the structure is well ordered and the electron density is consequently well defined. When 

the structure under study is poorly ordered and the electron density is correspondingly 

lower and spreading, then the chicken wire representation has disadvantages and it can 

be difficult to identify maxima which correspond to possible atomic positions. The 

difficulties with diffuse density has, generally, led crystallographers to use contour levels 

which cut it out. This simplification facilitates analysis of the structure but it can 

mean that details of more mobile residues and particularly water structure are lost. 

It is true that poorly ordered side-chains cannot usually be accurately defined (only 

the approximate structures are identified) and are an important element in a protein 

molecule's description. 

The tendency to examine maps at high contour levels is supported by the use of 

the standard deviation given in the program FRODO. Most workers regard a value of 

1(7 (where (7 is the rms density) as the noise level, but in reality structurally significant 

density occurs at lower levels than this. One convenient test for the error level in an 

electron density map is the appearance of the density in the protein's non-polar interior. 

Here the non-polar side-chains are generally packed together at van der Waals contact 

and exclude water molecules. Levels of contour which do not reveal peaks in these 

regions are usefully above noise. 
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Some recent experiences with several proteins illustrates the value not only in re

ducing the electron density contour levels to low levels but also in working with con

ventionally contoured map sections. If the contour levels are chosen appropriately the 

detailed structure of the more populated water positions can often be identified with 

reasonable ease. There are however great disadvantages in working with paper maps, 

not least in recording the coordinates of the introduced atoms. This and other dif

ficulties have been overcome by working with contoured map sections displayed on a 

terminal. 

A program has been developed by J udith Everett at Liverpool Polytechnic (Everett, 

Groves & Prax, 1989) for displaying map sections on Tectronix compatible equipment 

such as the Pericom. A selected map section is displayed and an option is chosen from 

the menu using a mouse. The option offered by this program, IMAP, are as follows; 

MOVE 

INSW 
INSA 
DIST 

ZOOM 

SECU 

SECD 

NAYB 

PLOT 

SAVE 

END 

Interactive manipulation of atomic positions 
allows an atom to be moved to a new position 
Interactive Insertion of water molecules 
Interactive insertion of atomic positions 
Interactive determination of interatomic distances 
displays a distance between two selected atoms 
Any region of the displayed map section can 
be selected using the mouse and magnified 
Map sections are displayed sequentially in the 
upwards direction 
Map sections are displayed sequentially in the 
downwards direction 
An atom is selected from the current map section 
and all atoms within 3.511 are listed together 
with their contact distances and the section they 
lie on. The position of these atoms may be displayed 
as a projection onto the current section. 
Outputs a hard copy of the section displayed 
on the section. 
Saves the current coordinates to a 
Brookhaven file. 
Exits without saving 



The program IMAP operates under the VAXjV.rvIS operating system and is written 

in Fortran 77. It requires GINOF and NAGF libraries. The current software allows the 

user to select Tectronix drivers T4014, T4010 or T4111. Hard copy is obtained on 

Calcomp plotters llsing drivers CC81 or CC1051. The program also requires the use of 

a lllouse. 

The contouring levels can be selected to reveal the particular features under study 

most favourably but generally it is as easy to use the range from, say, zero to the 

maximum values of electron density. vVith this regime the proper appearance of the 

electron density for the whole molecule and the solvent is available for inspection. The 

system permits the positioning of an atom, say a water molecule, and then checks its 

contacts with those atoms already positioned, using the NAYB option. This allows 

ready examination of possible hydrogen bonding and van der Waals contacts and the 

identification of impossible contacts which imply either mistakes in the arrangement of 

the local structure or the introduced atom or the presence of partial occupancy. 

Some examples of how the analysis of low electron density levels have revealed 

disorder and water structure are given. 

Monoclinic insulin 

The structure of a new hexameric form of human insulin, monoclinic insulin, con

taining six independent molecules, has been solved by molecular replacement and refined 

using 2.25.4. resolution data to a residual of 0.22. It is currently being refined with 1.8.4. 

resolution data and at present the residual is 0.19. Some disorder is evident in the 

A14-Tyr side-chain of subunit-A where two orientations for this side-chain are present 

(Figure 1. The position of the B30-Thr residue in tne subunit-B is also difficult to 

place because of very weak density. Over five hundred solvent water molecules have 

been determined and this has been greatly facilitated by the use of the program IMAP. 

Despentapeptide insulin 

The crystal structure of beef despentapeptide insulin has been determined, origi

nally by molecular replacement, and refined with 1.5A resolution data. 
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More recently at 1.2A spacing a data set has been collected at the SRS on the FAST 

and the crystal structure further refined. This high resolution analysis has revealed clear 

disorder in some of the residues. 
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Figure 1. Section of the electron density map at y = 41/ 48 for monoclinic insulin. 
Note the weak density for the A14-Tyr side-chain (lower left). Contours start at O.S(J' 
and increase at intervals of O.S(J'. 

The bacterial ribonuclease Sa 

This enzyme has been carefully refined at 1.8A resolution as the free enzyme and 

as the complex with the inhibitor 3'GMP. the crystal contains two molecules in the 

asymmetric unit but owing to lattice contacts only one of the molecules can bind the 

3'GMP. The 3'GMP is very clearly seen in the one molecule and its conformation is 

apparently unambiguously defined. This has presented something of a puzzle since the 



2'OH group which is attacked by the enzyme, is directed away from the catalytic group 

(glutamic acid, Glu73). It has been postulated by Chris Hill that an alternative bonding 

conformation exists in which the sugar moiety rotates by about 1800
; this would bring 

the 2'OH group adjacent to the catalytic glutamic acid side-chain. Inspection of the 

electron density at low levels shows evidence for such a conformation. 

Rhombohedral 2ZN insulin 

The crystal structure of 2Zn insulin has been exhaustively refined (Baker et ai, 

1988) and many features of the molecule's conformation have been analysed. In par

ticular seven clear examples of disordered side-chains have been identified in which the 

two alternative conformations are roughly equally populated. Other side-chains show 

evidence of alternative conformations which are much less occupied. A good example 

of this is the B25 phenylalanine side-chain of one of the two insulin molecules. The 

electron density in the region of this residue, contoured from 0.3e/ A3
, reveals one major 

conformation and a second much less populated conformation at Xl about 1200 away 

Figure 2. This second conformation is sterically reasonable and indeed predicted in 

several calculations (Shoshana Wodak, and Axel Wollmer). Part of the water structure 

around neighbouring hexamers is illustrated in Figure 3. 

Alternative •• de-cha'n 

conformation equivalent 

to B25.1 

2.5A 

Figure 2. The electron density at B2S.2 Phe side-chain from the Fob~ Fourier synthesis 
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on section z = O. The broken contours represent 0.3e/A3, the continuous contOttrs are 
at 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 1.0 and 1.3 eA3 all on the absolute scale. An alternative conformation, 
roughly equivalent to that in molecule 1, can be seen to lie in low, but persistent, electron 
density. 

These examples should help to remind us that the electron density can contain 

evidence for the existence of structures which are not a major population in the crystal. 

Since these structures can sometimes carry clues about the protein's mechanism or 

structural behaviour, it is wise for protein crystallographers to extend their analysis of 

the electron density to the lowest significant levels. 

51 

Figure 3. Example of the solvent region between neighbouring hexamersin the structure 
of 2Zninsulin at 1.sA resolution. The dotted contours are at 0, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 e/A3. 
Other contours at 0.4, 0.6, and 0.9 e/ A3 and then at intervals of 0.3 e/;P. 



The FAST Bears Fruit 

By P.J. Rizkallah 

(Daresbury Laboratory and Liverpool University) 

A recent three week run on Station 9.6 at Daresbury using the FAST area detector, 

saw the production of several crops of juicy data sets, harvested from many protein 

crystals. r-..licrocrystal work has reached a new landmark as well, with the solution of 

a few structures that are otherwise inaccessible, and with the reduction of the required 

sample size to record lows, currently somewhere between 5 and 20 microns. Crystallites 

in the 30 micron range are dealt with routinely here. 

I shall first enumerate the protein projects that got a move on: 

- A data set from E. Coli matrix Porin/ lrldate complex: 

This project is a collaboration between P. Rizkallah (D.L.) and R. Pauptit (Basel), 

aimed at collecting anomalous data for Porin, a membrane protein. Some .')000 anoma

lous pairs have been measured, which are about a third of the total data set to 5 A 

resolution. More data collection is needed, and to a higher resolution, in order to start 

phasing. The merging statistics show an overall R-factor of 9.8% , and 8.1 'e with the 

anomalous pairs kept separate. This kind of quality, although not outstanding, has 

been much more difficult to attain from film data. Porin native and Iridate deri vavtive 

data collected with the Xentronics area detector at Heidelberg compare very ·.vell with 

these data: Native to FAST derivative merge with an R-factor of around 1."':-~ , ~ative 

to Xentronics derivative 20% , Xentronics derivative to FAST derivative 12"0 . This 

indicates that the anomalous data are reproducibly consistent. 

- A few data sets from Oligonucleotides/monopeptide complexes: 

This project is a collaboration between Subirana's group in Barcelona Il. Fita and 

N. Verdaguer) and D.L. (P. Rizkallah and C. Nave). The nucleotides are six base 

pairs long, and the monopeptides ar~ variable. The majority of these complexes are 

isostructural, but only one data set has been processed to date. The merging statistics 

are encouraging, and a solution may soon be available. Crystals of these complexes were 
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small in size, up to 100 microns, and other methods of data collection have not been 

very successful. 

- A data set from Pappaya Protea.Je A: 

This project is run by R. Pickersgill of the AFRC Institute of Food Research at 

Reading. High resolution was obtained from this sample and a full data set was recorded. 

Preliminary processing readily yielded an orientation matrix, and reflection intensity 

estimation is being pursued actively. The use of the FAST for this project was aimed 

at gaining from its efficiency. 

- A data .Jet from Monoclinic Beta-Lactoglobulin: 

This project is run by 1. Sawyer, Edinburgh University. The crystals diffracted to 

2 A resolution, and many crystals were used in the data recording. No processing has 

been performed as yet, and heavy atom derivatives are also planned. 

- A data .Jet from Streptavidin: 

This data collection was made by P. MacLaughlin, MRC Unit Cambridge. The 

above structure is known, and the purpose was to provide a direct comparison between 

FAST data and data obtained otherwise. Although the processing was not fully op

timised (ion-chamber corrections not incorporated), the merging statistics were very 

impressive, in the region of 4% . 

- Data collection from the Light H arve.Jting Protein complex of Rp.J. Acidophzla: 

This project is run by M. Papiz here at Daresbury, in collaboration with a group 

from Glasgow. Plenty of data have been collected from crystals of this complex, and 

there is a publication in the press discussing results. 

- Data collection from In.Julin derivati·ve.J: 

(Paul Holden, York University and DL). Several data sets have been collected, one 

of them to 1.2 A resolution. Structural refinement showed clear heterogeneous side 

chain disorder and extensive solvent networks. The crystallographic R-factor is in the 

region of 17% . 
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- A data set from a Pt derivative of GMT: 

This project is run by P. Moody, & J. S. Cutfield, of York University. Processing 

IS III progress. 

- A partial data set from a heavy atom derivative of the protein F 1 ': 

Project run by R. Todd of the MRC unit ill Cambridge. This data set was collected 

to low resolution, about 5 A, and processing is under way. 

Another area where the FAST has been very useful, is Fibre diffraction. The Keele 

University group (W. Fuller and coworkers)' are the most active in this application. 

Their main emphasis is on DNA fibres. C. Nave (DL) has also used this facility for 

recording diffraction patterns from rod virus fibres. 

The small molecule microcrystal work has been very successful recently, after the 

not so encouraging experiences of a year earlier (See report in IQPC No. 22). Three 

structures are already featuring in publications that are in the making, and a few others 

are still being worked on: 

- Chako's Compound, a Rh - Iodine complex with a large organic component: 

This structure is a collaboration between M. Harding's group (P. Rizkallah and S. 

Maginn) and B. Heaton's group at Liverpool University. Crystals of this compound had 

been turned down by the QMC crystallographic service, and failed to give a reasonable 

diffraction pattern with the Laue method. A full data set to 1 A resolution was easily 

obtained with the FAST from a sample of dimensions 100x50x15 microns. The space 

group was determined to be P2/a. The structure was solved with automatic Patterson 

methods using SHELXS-86. Refinement with SHELX-76 reduced the crystallographic 

R-factor to 10.4% . A major feature of the structure is the non-symmetric substitution 

on the Rh atoms (Fig. la). The solvent molecule (methanol) bonded to a Rh atom, 

is probably involved in hydrogen bonding with the Cion the neighbouring Rh, causing 

the cluster to hinge across the central plane of I atoms, a feature not observed in any 

of the related structures reported. A full packing diagram is shown in Fig. 1 b. 

- Cheno Deoxy Cholic Acid (CDC), a component of human bile: 



This project is a collaboration between D.L. (P. Rizkallah), Liverpool University 

(M.M. Harding) and Birkbeck College (P.F. Lindley). This compound crystallises as 

thin fibres about 30 to 60 microns in diameter. Space group P6(5). Sealed tube and 

four-circle diffractometer yielded data to 1.5 A resolution only. This was easily extended 

to 0.9 A resolution using the FAST. Data were collected from two different crystallites. 

They had reasonable internal merging statistics (4.4 and 7.7% respectively), but were 

not in agreement with each other: Overall merging R-factor was 9.6% . The structure 

was solved with a novel rotation / translation search procedure in Patterson space, 

PATSEE, using the P2(1) structure as a model. Refinement and difference fouriers 

were done with CRYSTALS, and the final R-factor was 11.5% , with unit weights. The 

structure shows a vacant channel of dimensions larger than 12 A, where the solvent 

has total freedom of movement (Fig. 2). The orientation of the solvent molecule was 

different in each data set, which come from different crystallites. This explains the 

disagreement between them. The low solvent occupancy, 10% , and the variability 

of positions and orientation may explain some of the disorder in the plane normal to 

the crystallographic six fold axis. The different barrels are held together sideways by 

hydrogen bonding which involves all the Oxygen atoms in the structure. The weak 

nature of such interaction may add to the plane disorder, which is observed as streaking 

in a Laue photograph, thus making it impossible to process. Further data collection 

is needed to complete the unique set (at the moment only 25% is available), but the 

overall features have been well established. 

- GlOBP, an organic 3emiconductor complex with TGNQ: 

This compound originated from the group of M.R. Willis, Nottingham University. 

The sample used was large and well ordered, space group P2(1)/n. It was used in order 

to debug the system at Daresbury of any potential problems. A data set was easily 

obtainable, with a very low merging R-factor of 2.7% . The structure was problematic 

because there is an inherent disorder in the aliphatic chain quaternising the N of the 

C10BP cation. The 10 atoms of the chain have half occupancy and a full freedom of 

motion. The consequence is a high thermal motion which renders all atoms beyond 

the fifth invisible. The final R-factor is in the region of 19% , but disorder modelling 
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and anisotropic refinement should bring it down to a reasonable level. More work is 

needed on this data set before it can be used for its original purpose. However, the 

features of the structure are well established (Fig. 3). The usual stacking habit of 

TCNQ molecules, in this type of complexes, is interrupted in this particular compound, 

generating isolated pairs of TCNQ's sharing a single electron donated from the cation. 

This has many implications on the electronic and magnetic properties of the complex, 

which makes it particularly interesting for the solid-state scientist. 

- SAP04.. structure type 5, a zeolyte: 

This is a collaboration between VV. Kaucic of Ljubljana University, Yugoslavia, and 

D.L. (P. Rizkallah). This zeolyte is not different from the rest when it comes to crystal 

size. The sample used was 180x30x1.5 microns. The space group was found to be P6cc, 

isostructural with a related zeolyte reported by an American group. A large fraction 

of the data set was weak, but the unique data set contained around 38% of the total 

accessible. Merging R-factor is 9.8% . Structure solving is in hand. 

- SAPO-44, a zeolyte: 

This sample too was supplied by \V. Kaucic. It is of a different structure type, 

Rhombohedral R32. Sample size was 20x30x30 microns, the smallest volume dealt with 

todate. Profile fitting has been applied to this data set, where many of the weak terms 

were retrieved to yield a complete data set to 0.8 A resolution. The merging R-factor of 

the profile fitted data is around 4% . The high symmetry of the unit-cell renders about 

two thirds of the data absent. The present data are all observed and above three s.d. 'so 

Structure solving is now in progress. 

Many data sets from various other samples have been collected. Processing is now 

the bottleneck, and data acquisition has ceased to be the scourge of crystallographic 

studies. 
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Fig. la 

Fig. Ib 

The structure of the rhodium complex. Crystals are monoclinic, 

space group P2/a, with a = 17.53, b = 13.34, c = 21.41A, 

P = lOO.23~ 

The Sideways Interaction between the Out-of-Plane 

Ligands Causes Bending of the Cluster across the I-I bridge 
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Fig. 2 Packing Diagram of CDC 

Hexagonal P6(5), a=22.25, c=lO.255 
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CRYSTALLISATION OF OVALBUMIN: A NATIVE SERPIN 

Penelope E Stein, William G Turnell, John T Finch, Andrew GW Leslie and 
Robin W Carrell 

University Department of Haematology and MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology, 
Cambridge, UK 

Introduction 

Ovalbumin, the major protein constituent of egg white, is a member of the 
serine protease inhibitor (serpin) superfamily, on the basis of primary 
sequence homology with the archetype of the family, a1-antitrypsin. 
Ovalbumin has no known protease inhibitory activity and its biological role lS 

unknown. 

The serpins are susceptible to proteolytic cleavage in a loop of exposed 
peptide sequence aligned with the reactive site of a1-antitrypsin. 
This cleavage is typically associated with a marked increase in stability that 
is believed to accompany a major structural transition from the native 
"stressed" conformation to a cleaved "relaxed" form. The crystallographic 
structure of cleaved a1-antitrypsin has been determined to 3A resolution 
(Loebermann et al., 1984), but repeated attempts to grow X-ray diffractable 
crystals of serpins in their native (uncleaved) form have proved unsuccessful, 
with the recent exception of antithrombin (Samama et al., 1987). 

Recently we have shown that ovalbumin does not undergo a change in heat 
stability on cleavage (Biochem J, in press). Our findings are in agreement 
with those of Gettins (1989), who demonstrated using NMR spectroscopy that 
cleavage of ovalbumin is not accompanied by a large conformational 
change analagous to that shown by other serpins. Crystallographic studies of 
cleaved ovalbumin (plakalbumin) are in progress (T.Wright, unpublished). 
Native ovalbumin readily forms microcrystals and Miller et al. (1983) reported 
results of preliminary studies with crystals of native ovalbumin, although 
the small size of these crystals and poor reproducibility of growth made them 
unsuitable for further analysis. 

If ovalbumin does not undergo a major conformational change on cleavage, then 
the crystallographic structures of either native or cleaved ovalbumin 
molecules would be expected to provide a model from which most of the 
folding common to all uncleaved serpins could be predicted. However, only ln 
the structure of the native ovalbumin molecule might the conformation of 
the uncleaved "reactive site loop" be observed. 
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Protein Preparation and Crystallisation 

We have crystallised native ovalbumin which we prepared in batches, each from 
a single newly-laid hens egg. Each batch of ovalbumin was further purified by 
ion exchange chromatography to reduce microheterogeneity arising from 
variations in the extent of phosphorylation of serines 68 and 344. The 
protein has been crystallised with its single carbohydrate side chain 
(at asparagine 292) intact. 

Crystals of native ovalbumin have been grown from ammonium sulphate over the 
pH range 4.6 - 6.4, by various methods. Our largest crystals (1.5 x 0.4 x 
0.3mm) were grown by the batch method at 37°C from solutions of ovalbumin 
25mg/ml in 51% saturated ammonium sulphate, 40mM cacodylate buffer pH 6.4. 
Crystals appeared after 4-6 weeks. 

X-ray diffraction 

X-ray diffraction photographs showed that the crystals diffracted to at least 
2.5A resolution and precession photographs established that they were 
triclinic, of space group P1 (a=62.9A, b=84.7A, c=71.5A, a=87.7° 
~=104.0o, y=108.5°). This crystal form was also obtained by Miller et al. 
(1983) using similar conditions to our own, above pH 5.8. 

Crystal density was measured as 1.29g/cm3 using a bromobenzene:xylene gradient 
column calibrated with solutions of sodium bromide. This indicates the presence 
of 4 ovalbumin molecules/unit cell (assuming a molecular weight for ovalbumin 
of 44KDa). 

A native data set to 2.5A resolution has been collected using an Enraf Nonius 
FAST diffractometer with rotating anode generator and the data collection 
program MADNES. A search for heavy atom derivatives is in progress. 
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~SCANFILM 

------+ OSCGEN 

------+ ABSCALE 
scale films 
within packs 

UNIQUE 

1 
LCFUTILS 

1 
COMPLETE 
analysis of 0/0 

of unique data 

collected 

------+ UNIQ UE 

------+ aaaaS.OO file 

------+ aaaa1-2.00 files 

------+ aaaa1-2.GEN file 

------+ aaaa1-4.00 files 

------+ aaaal-4.GEN file 

------+ aaaal-4.LCF 
aaaa5-8.LCF 

• 
etc 

~ aaaa-F .LCF 

1 
thiJ file can be 

eIUmlneJ. With the 

routine 
LCFDUMP 

--+ COMPLETE 

----+ STILLS 
pick spots 
coordinates 

~ 
/ 

~ 
/ 

MOSFLM 
integrate films 
using option 
Fllmp/ot/ Findcc 
Interactive 

MOSFLM 
option for 
Profile fitting 

----+ SORTLCF 
merge files into 
one lllultirecord 
Id file 

f-- TRUNCATE 

convert 
1's to f's 

(recommended) 

ROTAVATA 

--+ aaaa.SPT file 

------+ aaaal-:l.GEN file 

--+ IDXREF 
index and 
refine 

----+ POSTCHK 
pick common 
partial; and 
indexj refine 

----+ orientation 
matrix and 
misset 

----+ orientation 
data 

--+ aaaal-4.GEN file --+ POSTCHK ----+ check [or 
slippage 

~ aaaa-ALL.LCF 
file 

~ aaaa-anel"ge.LCF 

file 

f-- SORTLCF 

----+ ROTAVATA 
find scale for ~ 
overlapping batches 

./ 
~AGROVATA 

apply scale and 
average for 

synun. hkl 

aaaa .scales 

file 

1 
aaaa-l·ot .LCF 

1 
CADLCF 

./ 
f-- POSTREF 

check partial bias 
refine orientation 
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(a) Solving Patterson for fh'st 
Del"ivative to give majol' site(s); 

Native-F's.LCF 

Del·ivl-F's.LCF 

Interpretation of 
the Patterson map 
Nat-Del·vl.MAP 

(b) SIR Phasing; 

--* LCFUTILS 
combine 

2 files 
or 
CADLCF 

--*PEAKMAX 
pick peaks 
on map 

--+ RESECTION 
select suitable 
map sectioning 
for plot ting 
Harkers 

--*PLUTO 
plot map/sections 
and peaks 

MlR PHASING 

--+ Nat-Derivl.LCF 

tile 

--+ RFACTOR 

There are a 
number of routines see 
a\'ailable within 
CCP 4 as aids 
ill solving the 
Patterson 

scal~ F ."t and 

F.i<rl, 0, p 
l'O~tficiellts for 
ditference 
Patterson 

VECSUM 
PATVEC 

(local scaling 
and vector search, 
I. Tickle) 

--+ FFT 
cale. tlitf. 

Patterson 
map 

Succes,ful 

--+ Nat·Derivl.:\.[AP 

tll .. 

1 
the :oIAP file 
can be ~xalllined 
with routine 
PRMAP 

Patterson solutions see 

have been [oulI,1 
MULTAN 
SHELX86 

usillg other 
programs 

(Scaling of heavy atom derivatives froUl either RFACTOR or DSCALE see also ANISOSC, ANSC, LOCAL, RSTATS allS SCALENE\V) 

Native-F's.LCF 
Deriv- F's. LC F 

(x,y,zh 

Calculate USIR using 
anomalous data with 

(X,y,Z)d<rivl and 
(-x,-y,-Z)derivl for 

determination of 
re/a/we OMgln.l. 

/" 
~ 

CENTRIC 
select only 

centric !kl'S 

PHAREt 

refine positions 
(i) centric 
(ii) all data 

(iii )allomalous 
(vi) olp <lSIR 

T 
+--

Cycle th"ough 
procedure 

Del·ivl-F's.LCF 

--+ (X,y,Z)Ja,vl' 

Nat-O<SIR·LCF 

+-- +--

~ 

/" 

+--

LCFUTILS 
select 

F d<rl ,0<51 R 

+--
new heavy 

atolll positions 

--+ RFACTOR 

+--

cale. Fourier 
coetficients 

+--

--+ FFT 
cale. el~ctron 
density map 

1 
PEAKiVIAX 

PLUTO 
f--- search for 

new peaks 

tPHARE program calculates phases and refines heavy atom positions; alternatives available in :2 steps, PHASE/REFINE this is preferred method .(see over) 
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(c) Use phases from 1st derivative 

to solve fur heavy atom positions 

in subsequent data sets; 

Native-F's.LCF 

Deriv2-.F 's. LCF 

From hea.vy atom 

(x,y,z )dr~i"l 
calculate new O,\lIR 

Native-F's.LCF 

DErivl-F's.LCF 

De~iv2-F's .LCF 

(x,y,zh 
(x,y,zh 

~LCFUTILS 

Nat-OSJR·LCF 

~PHARE 

/ 
+-- +--

~RFACTOR 

~ 

/ 
LCFUTILS 

Deriv2-P's.LCP 

~(x,y,Z )1 

(x,y,zh 

+-- Cycle With 
New Sites 

(d) Cycle through for all derivatives; (treating all derivatives together, 

checking for bias of common sites. 

----+ FFT 

~RFACTOR 

~ 
~LCFUTILS 

f--,-- +--

(e) Final check for low occupancy sites, 

use Residw option in PHARE and 

calculate maps with these coefBcienis. 
(IF?BSt -IF;,1Lc!)exp(iapH) 

~ calculate difference 
Patterson map 

~FFT 

calculate electron 
density maps 

on F dc,oi.2, as! R 

~RFACTOR 

+--PEAKMAX 
PLUTO 

~FFT 

./ 
+--
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(f) Using programs REFINE and PHASE 
(ie no cross refining) 
lee P.R. Evans Information Qual·terly for Protein CrystaUography Number 1.1, June 1983 

REFINE (X,y,Z)l 

~ 
(x.y,zh 

REFINE ---+ 

/' 
REFINE (x,y,zh 

ie for 
each 
del"ivative 

PHASE ---+FFT 
check analysis for each 

for Fp/FpH scales derivative 
or 

HEAVY 
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(a) Find required matrices from 
heavy atom coordinates; 

REFIN~ 

MOLECULAR AVERAGING -non crystallographic symmetry 
(example of non-crystallographic 2-fold giving overall 222 symmetry 

B matrix 
Q matrix LSQKAB 

~ or 
PHARE olp ~ set of (x,y,zh, ~ SYMFIT 

(x,y,zh 

~ Transition matrix ~ MATSKEW --+ P matrix for 

! 
Nat-MIRphase.LCF 

! 
RFACTOR 

caculate Fourier 
coefficients 

and crystallographic 

centre of particle 

~ ./ 
Nat-F,a.LCF ~ FFT ~ SKWPLANES 
file prepare electron mode 1 ~ 

density map test on matrices 

SKWPLANES 

mode 1 

./ 
check on 

Xo ~22 ==( QP )-1 (xc-t e) 

test-PQRaxes.MAP 

! 

~MATRICES 

! 
P matrix for 

SKWPLANES 

mode 5 

! 
TESTMAT 
check o/p, i.e. 

sl'=rl.1 +t l 

PLUTO see also MATCALC 

(b) Find envelope for averaging 
with SKWPLANES mode S; 

Nat-MIRphase.LCF ~ RFACTOR ~ FFT 

Foh==FpMIR 

a==apHIB 

space group 
specific Fourier 

UNIQUE 
prepare file 

of all possi ble 
b kl [or resol. 

~TRUNCMAP 

set all negative 
grid pts in electron 
density map=O 
(optional) 

~ Nat-hkl.LCF 
file 

~ 

/ 

inspect 
map sections 

SFC 
back transform 
truncated 

map 

GENSFC 

--+ HKLWEIGHT ~ RFACTOR 
produce lVeighted 
struct ure factors 

--+ ealc.MAP 

prepare Fourier 
coefficients 

! 
FFT 
local averaged 

electron density 
map 

! 
~ENVELOPE 

find contour 
level for 
estimated 
% solvent 
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(c) Test on resulting envelope; 

10gical.MAP olp MA~ ENVREAL ~ SKWPLANES 
colivert logical skew to PQR axes 
map to real mode 1 

no averaging 

---+ PLUTO 
plot 5uperposition 
oC mir electron 
density map 
(PQR axes) and 
envelope 

Alternatively, just use the local averaged density map produced above and in PLUTO use the ·contour level given by program ENVELOPE. 

(d) Phase recombination from averaging 
non-crystallographic symmetry; 

SIGMAA 
or 

Nat-MIRpbase.LCF ---+ RFACTOR ~ FFT ~SKWPLANES 

mode 5 
~SFC ~ SCALENEW ~ COMBINE 

including calculi!-te Founer in 
H.L. Coefficients Founer space group 

coefficients 

i 

i 
+-- +-- +-- +--

i 
logical map 

oC e nve lope 

+-
CYCLING 

+--

back transform scale 
Fe to F~ 

1 
Nat-MIRphase. LCF 

+--

SKWPLANES 
mode 1 
average map 

~ 
~ 

+--FFT 

phase 
combinatioll 

,/ ! 
! 
! 

RFACTOR 
Fo= Fcmo 
Q M I R=Qcmo 

,/ 
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SOLVENT FLATTENING TO IMPROVE ISOMORPHOUS REPLACEMENT PHASES 

Reciprocal Space vel"sion of Wang's Method, 
(see B.C. Wang (1985) Diffraction Methods for Biological Macromolecules, (Wyckof£, Hirs, & Tilllasheff ed.) Methods in En~yl1lology, vol 115, Academic Press, 
and A.G.W. Leslie (1987) Acta Cryst., A43, 134-136) 

(i) Determine Envelope; 

Native-MIRphased.LCF --+ RFACTOR 
FOBS=FpMIR 

a=apHIB 

(optional) 

--+FFT 
space group 
calc. electron 
density wap 

ENVELOPE ~ FFT 

(ii) Solvent Rattening Iterations; 

Nat-MIR.MAP 

~ 

find contour 
level for 
input % 
solvent 

Native-MIRa.LCF 

~ 

calc . "averaged" 
electron 
density map 

--+ Nat-MIR.MAP 

SFspacegroup 
or use 
--+ TRUNCMAP 

negative densities 
set to zero 

1 
~ HKLWEIGHT ~ SFC 

F's with 
weighting Cn 
w(r) and 
radius R 

any scaling 

space group 
back transform 

SIGMAA 

Ol" 

~UNIQUE 

create LCF 
file oC all 
possible hkl 

FLATMAP ---+ SFC --+ SCALENEW ---+ COMBINE ---+ FFT 

/' sol vent flat tened back transform scale FOBS Hendrickson- nelV map 

map Crom modified to Fc.uc Lattman phase 1 molecular envlope 
map probabilities 

"- ./ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

ITERATE 
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(a) Detection of non-crystallographic symmeh'y 
using Crowther's FFT Self Rotation function; 

MOLECULAR REPLACEMENT 
(see also MERLOT) 

Native-F·s.LCF ----+ AL:VIN ----+ Run trials ----+ (uJ,i,?) angles ----+ RFPLOT 

(b) Crowther's Cross rotation function; 

Mode1.BRK 

coordinates of 
model structure 

----+ LIMITS or 

CDSLIM 
find dimensions 
oC model 
molecule 

or 
ROTATE 
or 
POLARRFN 

----+ estimate PI 

cell dimensions 
of model max. 
dims and radii 
of rotn. sphere 

wi th different 
ranges in 
integration sphere 
and resolution limits 

----+ GENSFC 

c;Uc. structure 
factors in PI 
cell for model 

(c) Tr-anslation function;! tAlternative is to use TFSGEN - general translation function (1. Tickle) 

LSQKAB 

or 

for location of 
molecular symmetry 
axes 

Native-F's.LCF 

----+ Model-Pl.LCF 

Selected radii 
and resol. ranges 

to plot 1800 

rotation sections 
as projections 
no /ong'T required 

~ 
----+ ALMN or 

/" ROTATE 

Native-F's.LCF 

~ 

----+ (n,,),,) 

rotation 
angles 

Model.BRK 
coordinates of 
model structure 

----+ TRNSFMABG ----+ Model-Rot.BRK ----+ GENSFC ----+ PREPARE 
calc relative 
phases for all 

----+ COLLATE 
sort O/P LCF 
file from 

----+ LCFUTILS 

rotation 
matrix from (b) 

Apply Euler 
angles to 

/' orient model 

! 

SFspacegroup 

! 
CADLCF 

! 
TFSGEN 

Naive-F's.LCF 

calc. structure 
factors of model 

in PI cell symm hkl PREPARE 

----+ CORELS +-- apply translation +-- TSEARCH 
constrained vector to transbtion 

least squares model R-Factor 
reciprocal space 

refinement ! 
MAPSIG 

combine two 
files 

! 
+-- SELECT 

scales 

FOBS, FMODEL 
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INITIAL MODEL BUILDING 

(a) It is useful to bring together all available 
jufol'mation on the protein under study, this could include:-

(i) All sequence infol'lllation - programs are available 
withiu the Protein Identification Resource (PIR) 
for Searching for related sequences and Aligning 
of related available sequences, 

(Hi) Use Protein Data Base files to extract 
fragments of expected secondary structure 
to act as mol object templates for model 
building, e,g. EF-hand calcium binding 
domains or the nucleotide binding domain 

(b) Using FRODO; (programs RESECTION or SKEWPLANES may be required 

MAPAGE ~ aaaa,MBK 

./ bricked map 
Native-MIR,MAP ~BONES ~MAINLV 

(ii) Make lIse of available sequence information 
for predicting a consensus seconclal'y stl'Uctul'e 
pattern as a possible guide. see Leeds Structure 
Prediction libl'ary of progl'ams. 

(iv) Input heavy atom positions into FRODO as a 
metal.FRO file as an aid to locate p05:iible 
eys or Met residues, also use known or 
predicted S-S bddge positions, 

~ map file for FRODO 

~ ./ 
~ aaaa,SKL file ~ FRODO 

FRO PLOT 

find connected 
density 

set pointers use A, Jones 

POB extracted 

domain.BRK 

mini-maps 
can be plotted 
with PLUTO 

~FRODO 

input as 
domain.FRO 

for main/ side chain 

~ rotate/translate ~ SUPERPOSE ./ BONES 
to density or CDSFIT 

or COMPARE 
get matrix for 
skewing domain,BRK 
to built fragments 

~ 
RENUMBER 
fragmellts built 
can be in an 
arbitrary No. 
scheme - put 
into order 
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COMBINATION OF PARTIAL STRUCTURE AND ISOMORPHOUS PHASE INFORMATION 

RFACTOR -----t FFT ----+ NIIR. MAP -----t FRODO 
ca.lc codfi('i~ lIt:i ,·ale declron build 
for Fouri~r dell:ilty Illap llIodd 

/' (oplional) 1 
Native-M1RQ.MAP Native-F·s .LC F iJ.itiai-lIlodel. B n K 

~ 1 1 
SCALENEW +-- GENSFC +--- relined-model.B·Il.K +--- PROLSQ ,PROTIN 
scale calculate reline ':t,y,z 

FCALC /F.~IIR FCAl.C /QC ALC overall B 

1 i 
COMBINE 

~ 
FRonO 

phase rebuild 
combination model 
or i 
SIGMAA RFACTOR ----+ PFT -----t combined.MAP 

calculate calculate 
new coefficients electron 
based on density map 
F CO.118 ! uCOM B 
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REFINEMENT TO DIFFERENCE ELECTRON DENSITY MAPS 

(a) Cycles of restrained least squares 

structure factor refinement (Hendrickson-Kollllert) 

(b) Difference map generation. 

model.BRK 

Native-F's.LCF 

~ 

/' 

SFroutines 
or 
GENSFC 

structure factor 

cale by FFT 

1 
(can generate 
a MAP file 
suitable for 
displaying protein 

surface with 
FRODO) 

i 
i 
i 
i 

Native-F's.LCF 

---+ lastcycle.BRK 

(Brookhaven atool 
format file) 

1 
PROTIN 

restraint preparation 

for H.K. refinement 

i 
Native.DICT 

i file 
+---- ~ 

~ 
SF(space group) ~ structure fa.ctor 

/' FFT strurture 
factor programs 

~ geometry ulatrix 

data file 

~ +----
cycle through 
procedure 

RFACTOR 
or 

/' 

matrix data file 

1 
1 

PROLSQ 

refinement 
(H.K.) 

1 
nextcycle.BRK 

1 
f--- f---

/' 
~ Native-SF.LCF 

file 

---+ RSTATS ---+ Native-SFscaled.LCF 

scale ~ 
new Qmod.1 and Fo and Fe 

Fcalc 

FFT 
calc 3F o-2F c 
map 

FFT 
calc F o-F c 
map 

1 

EXTEND 
--+ MAPBRICK 

MAPAGE 

FRODOPE. +---- MAPBRICK 
FRODOA.J. +---- MAPAGE ~EXTEND 

model.BRK ---+ ATPEAK 
get list of 
peak contacts 
to current 
model 

+---- PEAKMAX select grid 
volume to cover 

molecule rather 
than asymmetric 
uuit 
may l'equire 
RESECTION 
or 
SKEWPLANES 
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(c) Alternative Refinement Procedure: 

Native-F's.LCF ~ GENSFC 

/ 1 
lastcyc1e.BRK WATMAP 

! 
! 
1 

N a tive.DICT 

Bulk solvent 
map 

1 
F o6. 
~SFC 

~ 

/ 

q.J O'CI ~ ru 
cllle 

PROTIN 

~"crt\ 

~RSTATS 

~ICOEFL 

(Jack~Levitt) 

! 
BADJ 

./ (also opfion to 

use RSTATSBKD.DA~) 

~ 
geometry matrix 

~ 
FFT 

/ 

~PROLSQ 

! 
nextcycle.BRK 

~DERIV 

./ 

calc of del"ivatives 
of u(F oh. - F <111<)1 

from gradient 
of difF map 

! 
matrix 

./ 

! 
1 
1 
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(a) BROOKHAVEN Files; 

INTERPRETATION AND MANPULATION OF COORDINATES 

(i) BRKSORT 

(ii) BRK-TO-DIA 
(iii) BRK-TO·TNT 
(iv) BADDBRK 
(v) CHAINBRK 
(vi) LIMITS 
(vii) SUPERPOSE 
(ix) MPLANE 
(x) WATERSORT 
(xi) CONTACT 

(xii) DIFRES 

(xiii) DSSP 

(xiv) SURFACE 
(xv) TORSION 
(xvi) DISTANG 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

--+ 
--+ 
--+ 
--+ 
~ 

--+ 

~ 

~ 

--+ 
--+ 
--+ 

sod a brookhaven file into standard order for atollls within a residue 
required for LESK diagl'ams as this program l"equires 
DIA:'vIOND I / P fOl"1nat atollls 
convel"t Brookhavell to Diamond format atom file 
convert Brookhaven file to 2 files, SEQUENCE and COORDINATES fOl" TNT suite 
change temperature factors on BRK file 
change CHAIN IDENTIFIER on BRK file 
find max and mill in cool'dillates of a BRK file 
give matrix for best superposition of two sets of C" BRK files 
fit least squares planes to sets of atoms 
renumber waters to match different Subullit Chains 
list selected interatomic distances either intermolecular or 
intramolecular, analysis of solvent hydrogen bonding 
compal'e eithel' cOOl'dinates and/ol' tempel'ature factors between 
different Subuuits or different cycles of refinement or 
SUPERPOSE/SKEWED different sets of coordinates 
detel'luine H-Bonds alld on this basis give regions of 
Secondary structure in a refined struchu'e 
calculate degree of solvent accessibility 
calculate dihedral angles and plot a Ramachandran 
calculate sets of distances and angles 



PICTORIAL PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 

FRono ~ photographs of screen. ribbon diagrams 

(A. Jonesalld FROPLOT scr ee n plott ing to hal'dcopy device 

P. Evans) 

LESK ~"Al'row and Cylinder " secondary sructure diagrams 

(A. Lesk) 

RIBBON ~"Jalle Ricbardson" secondary structure diagrams 

(J. Priestle) 

SCHAKAL --+Space Filling Molecular Modelling Program 

(E. Keller) 

PLUTO ---rGeneral plotting pt'ocedure for ma,ps, stereoviews atoms et<: 

ORTEP2 ----TQeneral atom plotting program superior to PLUTO for bond overlap 

(C.K. Johnson) 

en -




